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● Design Thinking is an approach to 
learning that focuses on developing 
students’ creative confidence. 

● Teachers and students engage in 
hands-on design challenges that 
focus on developing empathy, 
promoting a bias toward action, 
encouraging ideation, developing 
metacognitive awareness and 
fostering active problem solving. 
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RESEARCH

“...open-ended problems result in 
idiosyncratic solutions, derived from a 
process of exploration in which 
students practice evidence-finding, 
thoughtful exchange, and creative 
design. During that process, they 
change and grow as people, not just 
as test-takers” (Markham, 2013)
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BwaiE4tboav3dVVjMndKT2dxdzA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BwaiE4tboav3dVVjMndKT2dxdzA
https://www.kqed.org/mindshift/29714/the-challenges-and-realities-of-inquiry-based-learning
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“... increases long-term retention of 
content, helps students perform as 
well as or better than traditional 
learners in high-stakes tests, 
improves problem-solving and 
collaboration skills, and improves 
students' attitudes towards learning” 

(Strobel & van Barneveld, 2009; Walker & Leary, 2009)
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“...work is rooted in four 
dimensions of informed inquiry: 
● developing questions
● applying disciplinary concepts 

and tools 
● evaluating sources & using 

evidence
● communicating conclusions 

and taking action” (Lintner & Puryear, 2015)
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“...well designed, carefully 
thought-out materials and 
connected classroom 
practices are needed to 
capitalize on inquiry-based 
approaches”
(Darling-Hammond, 2008)

What is 
needed to 

facilitate the 
Design 

Thinking 
process?
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“...well designed, carefully thought-out materials and connected classroom 
practices are needed to capitalize on inquiry-based approaches” (Darling-Hammond, 2008)

-ongoing 
assessment

-assessments 
require application 
for knowledge and 
measure quality of 
reasoning

-thoughtful 
curriculum with 
clearly defined 
learning goals

-well designed 
scaffolds

-rich informational 
resources

-developing 
discipline-appropriate 
strategies for 
discussion that 
support rich learning 
of content

-developing norms 
and structures 
within groups that 
allow individuals to 
work together

-explicit 
opportunities to 
learn the skills 
associated with 
developing 
arguments and with 
effective small 
group discussion
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BENEFITS

Works within ELA Curriculum

The highly-adaptable 
approach works within an 
already existing language arts 
curriculum where teachers 
choose books that work best in 
their classrooms.

Enhances Reading Comprehension

Students relate to the characters as they 
work to create solutions for them, 
enhancing the comprehension of text as 
students try to find details to predict 
characters’ choices.  Students support 
their ideas with evidence from the text.

Engages All Learners

The exciting and different way 
to practice literacy provides 
students who struggle with 
language arts a new way to 
demonstrate comprehension.

Provides Integration of 
Different Disciplines

Using texts to find engineering 
problems and engineering to 
promote the text provides 
synergistic integration of 
different disciplines and meets 
Common Core and NGSS.

Introduces Realistic Engineering 
Problems

Looking for problems in the text as 
“engineers” introduces students to rich, 
realistic engineering problems that 
enable them to achieve higher-level 
engineering standards than expected at 
their grade levels.

Fosters Future Readiness!

Engaging in the Engineering 
Design Process allows students to 
practice important 21st century 
skills such as collaboration, 
creativity, critical thinking, and 
communication.
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Dear Kindergarten Engineer,

Bruce is having trouble 

getting his Geese to migrate 

south for the winter.  He is 

in desperate need of a long 

winter’s nap and needs your 

help getting the Geese to go!

Your challenge is to engineer a tool that could be used to 
get the Geese to migrate south for the winter.  As you 
prepare your design, be sure 
to consider what resources 
Bruce has available. He needs to be able to make your design with items he has or can 

easily find in the forest. 

-Good Luck!  
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https://www.edutopia.org/pbl-research-annotated-bibliography#strobel
https://www.edutopia.org/pbl-research-annotated-bibliography#walker
http://www.nagc.org/sites/default/files/Publication%20THP/THP_Summer_2015.pdf
http://www.nagc.org/sites/default/files/Publication%20THP/THP_Summer_2015.pdf
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Your challenge is to engineer a tool that could be used to get the Geese to migrate south for the winter.  As you prepare your design, be sure to consider what resources Bruce has available. He needs to be able to make your design with items he has or can easily find in the forest. 

-Good Luck!  

Dear Kindergarten Engineer,

Bruce is having trouble 

getting his Geese to migrate 

south for the winter.  He is in 

desperate need of a long 

winter’s nap and needs your 

help getting the Geese to go!
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Dear Kindergarten Engineer,

Bruce is having trouble 

getting his Geese to migrate 

south for the winter.  He is 

in desperate need of a long 

winter’s nap and needs your 

help getting the Geese to go!

Your challenge is to engineer a tool that could be used to 
get the Geese to migrate south for the winter.  As you 
prepare your design, be sure 
to consider what resources 
Bruce has available. He needs to be able to make your design with items he has or can 

easily find in the forest. 

-Good Luck!  
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design 
challenge

● User Group:  unlike-self
● Solution: varied possibilities
● Scope: scaled to time and ability
● Hook: exciting, meaningful must haves
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observe
● Review 

problems/challenges 
faced by character(s) 
within the text.

● Present challenge 
connected to the text for 
students to engineer a 
solution.

p e-de n  y e h
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observe

p e-de n  y e h

Redesign the ___(situation)___ experience for ___(character)___.

Design a way for ___(character)___ to better ___(situation)___.

How might we help ___(achieve a goal)___?

Sample:  “Design a way for Bruce to better teach the goslings to migrate.”

Statement Stems
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observe
● Review 

problems/challenges 
faced by character(s) 
within the text.

● Present challenge 
connected to the text for 
students to engineer a 
solution.

p e-de n  y e h de pe  t  t e t

● Examine Problems/ 
Challenges faced within 
the text.

● Narrow list to challenges 
that could be solved with 
engineering.

● Teams choose which 
challenge(s) they will 
solve.
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● Student teams plan and draw (or build) a 
solution that addresses the needs and 
criteria of the character as well as the 
constraints imposed by the story’s plot and 
setting.

● Solutions should make sense for the book’s 
setting.

imagine
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improve
● Groups present their solutions in-progress to the 

class or individual teams to gather feedback and 
suggestions.

● Teams explain their solution to the audience and 
demonstrate how it benefits the character(s).

● The goal is to have a rich discussion as the 
audience provides critique of presented solution. 
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/18QKcRSQKVq-h8A77f9dEqTrnxDTLSv7-M99XVJx0-PA/edit?usp=sharing
http://bit.ly/IAGCDesignThinking
https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1AqQ_bN71kRVacsVmQpCf_Ba8Ux7xuFG4JlJq5m5KgdI/edit
http://www.abcya.com/abcya_paint.htm
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RUBRIC
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improve ● Consider making feedback process anonymous 

● Continually moderate and review feedback

● Ask students to react to the feedback received

● Start small and IN CLASS

Teacher Tip!  Consider inviting community experts to 
provide feedback for team designs.
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● Students use data gathered during 
design testing and feedback from 
classmates to revise and improve 
their final designs.

make

We 
liked...

We 
thought 
you might...
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● Teams present their final solution and 
reflections on their process to the class, 
write a revised version of the story that 
includes their solution, or make an 
advertisement for their solution.

share
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Multifaceted 

● Multiple opportunities for students to receive 
feedback and revise their work throughout 
process (e.g., benchmarks, reflective activities)

● Multiple learning outcomes provides many 
avenues for differentiated instruction (e.g., 
problem-solving, content, collaboration)

● Presentations encourage active participation 
and signal social value (e.g. exhibitions, portfolios, 
performances, reports)

assessment
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Suggested Summative Assessment Criteria 
(Hung, 2008)

1. Necessary knowledge acquisition (content objectives)

2. Depth of study

3. Effectiveness & efficiency of research methods

4. Logical and effective reasoning

5. Conceptual integration of knowledge

6. Effective problem-solving strategies

assessment
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Suggested Summative Assessment Criteria 
(Barron & Darling-Hammond, 2008)

1. Use of evidence
2. Accuracy of information
3. Evaluation of competing views
4. Development of a clear argument
5. Attention to writing conventions
6. Collaboration

assessment
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Evaluative Rubric Resources

assessment

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/502c5d7e24aca01df4766eb3/t/582ca65915d5db470077ce05/1479321178144/RISE_rubric-peer.pdf
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10212-017-0339-8
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10212-017-0339-8
http://www.bie.org/object/document/6_12_critical_thinking_rubric_ccss_aligned
http://www.bie.org/object/document/6_12_critical_thinking_rubric_ccss_aligned
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwciNGVKCJcEQm1Qc3dBYjhaMFU/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwciNGVKCJcEQm1Qc3dBYjhaMFU/view
https://dschool-old.stanford.edu/sandbox/groups/k12/wiki/e04cb/attachments/8bfb7/dt%20basic%20rubric%201%20point%200.pdf?sessionID=8cbdfc6129ceb041dbad2247ffc9d0112fd0ebce
https://dschool-old.stanford.edu/sandbox/groups/k12/wiki/e04cb/attachments/8bfb7/dt%20basic%20rubric%201%20point%200.pdf?sessionID=8cbdfc6129ceb041dbad2247ffc9d0112fd0ebce
https://dschool-old.stanford.edu/sandbox/groups/k12/wiki/e04cb/attachments/8bfb7/dt%20basic%20rubric%201%20point%200.pdf?sessionID=8cbdfc6129ceb041dbad2247ffc9d0112fd0ebce
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Questions for Self-Evaluation

assessment
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Self-evaluation Rubric 

assessment
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Dear 1st Grade Researcher,

In a world where entire species 

of animals are becoming extinct 

each year, use your knowledge 

of how body parts help animals 

live and grow to design an 

ultimate animal to be released 

into the animal kingdom.

Your challenge is to 
design an ultimate animal 
that could survive in 
every environment by 
finding food, air, water, 
and shelter.

Good Luck!
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Dear 2nd Grade Engineer,

Gather inspiration from 

ways natural elements, such 

as animals and weather, 

disperse seeds.  Design a 

machine that would disperse 

seeds more efficiently than 

the fox, bird, or squirrel.  
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Dear 4th Grade Engineer,

According to the Labyrinth Society, there are over 

390 mazes and labyrinths located in schools in 30 

countries Worldwide.  

Why are labyrinths and mazes thriving in schools?  

Students respond immediately to the patterns.  Of 

course, they want to first race to the middle or 

end as fast as they can, but with training we know 

they can be used for important skills such as 

problem solving and building community.  

Your school sees the benefit of these engineering 

marvels and would like for you to design a virtual 

prototype of a maze or labyrinth that could be 

built on your school’s property.  Be sure to 

consider which structure would be best for your 

school and prepare evidence and reasoning to 

support your design.      -Good Luck!  
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Dear 4th Grade Engineer,

History can be changed by big 

things such as wars, but did you 

know that it can also be impacted 

by something so small you can see 

it only under a microscope?

Your challenge is to design a way 

to prevent the spread of illness 

and diseases in our text.     

-Good Luck!  

Jen Campen, 2018
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https://static1.squarespace.com/static/502c5d7e24aca01df4766eb3/t/582ca68715d5db470077d0b4/1479321224018/RISE_info-self.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/502c5d7e24aca01df4766eb3/t/582ca68715d5db470077d0b4/1479321224018/RISE_info-self.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/502c5d7e24aca01df4766eb3/t/58e268c8ff7c501231899237/1491232969908/RISE_rubric-self.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/502c5d7e24aca01df4766eb3/t/58e268c8ff7c501231899237/1491232969908/RISE_rubric-self.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13I0qEWj9QSYVC41WHCV39EJuHkPcOVBAXM40p1hHtmE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13I0qEWj9QSYVC41WHCV39EJuHkPcOVBAXM40p1hHtmE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13uFt9gtA81eGEfF9U4wrz9hpoVxziSOGjsSaz1iB5b4/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1G6WwlBJqHHOl9Grb1ghB_Xc96KMe41JsETWKwZUkBrE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1G6WwlBJqHHOl9Grb1ghB_Xc96KMe41JsETWKwZUkBrE/edit?usp=sharing
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Vi w le T s & 
Cha n
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Teacher Support Guide
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“ Education is not the 
filing of a pail, 

but the lighting of a FIRE.”
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